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Toad for Oracle Base Edition:  

The development tool of choice for database  

professionals world wide. Toad is the essential  

tool for efficient and accurate database  

development, including debugging. 

 

 
Toad for Oracle Professional Edition:  

Built with a focus on building code for quality and  

maintainability to ensure coding standards are  

followed, thus reducing the risk of errors prior  

to deployment into production. 

Toad for Oracle Xpert Edition:  

Designed for database professionals to ensure the  

code used is performing at peak levels from day one.  

It validates that the best-performing code is being used  

and provides automated SQL and PL/SQL scanning 

and index optimization. 

Toad Development Suite for Oracle:  

Helps guarantee application success through the  

implementation of a best practices methodology that 

encompasses code quality, performance and maintainability. 

Develop according to pre-defined project coding standards,  

automate regression testing and scalability testing. 

Editions 

include 

multi- 

platform 

querying, 

reporting 

and 

data 

modeling 

Toad® for Oracle Editions for Developers 
What’s included: 

- Toad Data Modeler: Multi-platform data modeling 

- Toad for Data Analysts: Multi-platform querying  

   and reporting  

What’s included: 

- All components of the Toad for Oracle Base Edition 

- Data generation 

- Code Analysis: automated and schedulable code 

reviews with adjustable rules, for single 

user operation and via dashboard 

 

What’s included: 

- All components of the Toad for Oracle  

  Professional Edition 

- Quest SQL Optimizer® for Oracle 

- Code Analysis: dynamic coding violations  

in Editor and scanning for inefficient SQL 

What’s included: 

- Toad for Oracle Xpert Edition 

- Benchmark Factory® for Databases (Oracle Edition) 

- Quest Code Tester for Oracle 
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Toad DB Admin Module (add-on):  

Maintain database health and security, and ensure 

the best possible performance while minimizing  

the impact of changes on the database  environment.  

Perform database health checks(including visibility into 

Oracle options and packs and virtual machines), compare   

and synchronize database schema, objects and data.  

Provides basic  monitoring, including access to Oracle  

StatsPack and AWR. 

Toad DBA Suite for Oracle:  

Assure maintenance, performance and change with 

a proactive approach through this complete comprehensive  

database administration toolset. Simplify common  

administration tasks, and diagnose and resolve database 

performance  issues before end users are impacted. Predict  

the impact of changes on production instances and perform  

database workload replay. 

Toad DBA Suite for Oracle – RAC Edition:  

Simplify Oracle RAC administration and solve  

RAC performance  bottlenecks quickly. Provides  

complete visibility of Oracle RAC architecture for effective  

real-time diagnostics and RAC scalability testing. Provides  

visibility into Oracle RAC at node, cluster and interconnect levels. 

Editions 

include 

multi- 

platform 

querying, 

reporting 

and 

data 

modeling 

Toad® for Oracle Editions for DBAs 

What’s included: 

- Any Edition of Toad for Oracle is required 

- Configurable database health checks 

What’s included: 

- Toad for Oracle Xpert Edition + DB Admin Module 

- Spotlight® on Oracle, Spotlight on MySQL, Spotlight                             

on Unix/Linux and Windows, and Spotlight on Oracle 

Data Guard 

- Toad Data Modeler 

- Benchmark Factory® for Databases  

  (Oracle Edition) 

What’s included: 

- Toad for Oracle Xpert Edition + DB Admin Module 

- Spotlight on Oracle RAC, Spotlight on MySQL, 
Spotlight on Unix/Linux and Windows, and Spotlight on 

Oracle Data Guard 

- Toad Data Modeler 

- Benchmark Factory for Databases  

  (Oracle Edition) 
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Toad for Oracle Base Edition: $870 USD 

The development tool of choice for database  

professionals world wide. Toad is the essential  

tool for efficient and accurate database  

development, including debugging. 

 

 
Toad for Oracle Professional Edition: $1,465 USD 

Built with a focus on building code for quality and  

maintainability to ensure coding standards are  

followed, thus reducing the risk of errors prior  

to deployment into production. 

Toad for Oracle Xpert Edition: $2,275 USD 

Designed for database professionals to ensure the  

code used is performing at peak levels from day one.  

It validates that the best-performing code is being used  

and provides automated SQL and PL/SQL scanning 

and index optimization. 

Toad Development Suite for Oracle: $2,695 USD 

Helps guarantee application success through the  

implementation of a best practices methodology that 

encompasses code quality, performance and maintainability. 

Develop according to pre-defined project coding standards,  

automate regression testing and scalability testing. 

Editions 

include 

multi- 

platform 

querying, 

reporting 

and 

data 

modeling 

Toad® for Oracle Editions for Developers 
What’s included: 

- Toad Data Modeler: Multi-platform data modeling 

- Toad for Data Analysts: Multi-platform querying  

   and reporting  

What’s included: 

- All components of the Toad for Oracle Base Edition 

- Data generation 

- Code Analysis: automated and schedulable code 

reviews with adjustable rules, for single 

user operation and via dashboard 

 

What’s included: 

- All components of the Toad for Oracle  

  Professional Edition 

- Quest SQL Optimizer® for Oracle 

- Code Analysis: dynamic coding violations  

in Editor and scanning for inefficient SQL 

What’s included: 

- Toad for Oracle Xpert Edition 

- Benchmark Factory® for Databases (Oracle Edition) 

- Quest Code Tester for Oracle 
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Toad DB Admin Module (add-on): $810 USD 

Maintain database health and security, and ensure 

the best possible performance while minimizing  

the impact of changes on the database  environment.  

Perform database health checks(including visibility into 

Oracle options and packs and virtual machines), compare   

and synchronize database schema, objects and data.  

Provides basic  monitoring, including access to Oracle  

StatsPack and AWR. 

Toad DBA Suite for Oracle: $4,495 USD 

Assure maintenance, performance and change with 

a proactive approach through this complete comprehensive  

database administration toolset. Simplify common  

administration tasks, and diagnose and resolve database 

performance  issues before end users are impacted. Predict  

the impact of changes on production instances and perform  

database workload replay. 

Toad DBA Suite for Oracle – RAC Edition: $ 8,995 USD 

Simplify Oracle RAC administration and solve  

RAC performance  bottlenecks quickly. Provides  

complete visibility of Oracle RAC architecture for effective  

real-time diagnostics and RAC scalability testing. Provides  

visibility into Oracle RAC at node, cluster and interconnect levels. 

Editions 

include 

multi- 

platform 

querying, 

reporting 

and 

data 

modeling 

Toad® for Oracle Editions for DBAs 

What’s included: 

- Any Edition of Toad for Oracle is required 

- Configurable database health checks 

What’s included: 

- Toad for Oracle Xpert Edition + DB Admin Module 

- Spotlight® on Oracle, Spotlight on MySQL, Spotlight                             

on Unix/Linux and Windows, and Spotlight on Oracle 

Data Guard 

- Toad Data Modeler 

- Benchmark Factory® for Databases  

  (Oracle Edition) 

What’s included: 

- Toad for Oracle Xpert Edition + DB Admin Module 

- Spotlight on Oracle RAC, Spotlight on MySQL, 
Spotlight on Unix/Linux and Windows, and Spotlight on 

Oracle Data Guard 

- Toad Data Modeler 

- Benchmark Factory for Databases  

  (Oracle Edition) 


